ABSTRACT

Users have come to rely on automated route finding services for driving, public transit, walking, and bicycling. Current state of the art route finding algorithms typically rely on objective factors like time and distance; they do not consider subjective preferences that also influence route quality. This paper addresses that need. We introduce a new framework for evaluating edge prediction techniques in transportation networks and use it to explore the personalization of route finding in Cyclopath, a geographic wiki that provides route finding services for bicyclists. Overall, we find that personalized algorithms predict more accurately than non-personalized ones, and we identify two algorithms with low error and excellent coverage, one of which is simple enough to be implemented in thin clients like web browsers. These results suggest that routing systems can generate better routes by collecting and analyzing users’ subjective preferences.
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INTRODUCTION

Modern websites frequently personalize users’ online experiences. For example, Amazon and Netflix depend on recommender systems to help users find books and movies, Google can display a personalized selection of news stories [8], and social networking sites use personalized algorithms to help users make new connections [7]. This paper explores whether and how personalization can improve route finding, doing so in the context of Cyclopath, a route finding service for bicyclists in the Minneapolis/St. Paul metro area of Minnesota.

Rather than returning a route that is optimal according to some objective metric like time or distance, a personalized route finding system returns a route which is optimized to meet the personal preferences of the user who requested it. For example, one person might prefer slightly longer routes (in time or distance) if they are scenic, while another might prefer the opposite tradeoff – i.e., the quality of a route can be influenced by users’ subjective preferences. This notion is supported by prior work in the automobile and wheelchair domains [4, 15, 21]. In addition, during the design of Cyclopath, users reported a desire for personalization [24, 25].

All but the most prolific users express preferences for only a tiny fraction of the transportation network. Because route finding algorithms such as A* require information about the entire network, systems that personalize routes must infer a user’s preferences for the bulk of the edges in the network. This paper explores algorithms for making these inferences by studying the following questions:

1. Which preference prediction algorithms have both good accuracy and good coverage?

2. Do personalized route finding algorithms that account for subjective user preferences yield better routes than objective algorithms that do not?

Three key characteristics of route finding domains provide a novel challenge for personalization: (a) the structure of the rating datasets are different (items dramatically outnumber users rather than the other way around, and ratings are much sparser); (b) items have structured relationships and the output is a sequence of items (a route); and (c) 100% coverage is essential (no location pairs can be unroutable due to lack of rating data).

This paper seeks to close this gap. We introduce a three-stage framework for evaluating personalization in the context of route finding and evaluate 10 families of algorithms using this framework.

We first survey related work and evidence suggesting the need for personalized routing. We then describe our evaluation framework, present the results of the algorithms we tested under that framework, and close with a summary and directions for future work.

RELATED WORK

Recommender systems

These systems use algorithms that detect patterns in users’ past preferences to predict their future preferences. Collaborative filtering approaches include user-based [27] and item-
based [30] algorithms, with later refinements such as dimensionality reduction using singular value decomposition [11] and ensemble recommenders which combine the output of multiple algorithms [5]. While collaborative filtering leverages patterns among users’ preferences for items, some recommender systems also use content-based algorithms [2] that leverage patterns in the attributes of items.

More recently, researchers have begun to explore geographically aware recommender systems. Some systems recommend items near a user’s current or future location, such as restaurants [23, 34] or tourist destinations [1, 28]. Others assume that a user’s location contains preference information. For example, Li et al. found that similarity of users’ location histories predicts social tie strength [19]. Zheng et al.’s GeoLife2 social networking system does both, drawing on location to infer user similarity and recommending social activities between potential friends who are near each other [35].

Our work resembles these types of systems in that it predicts user satisfaction for edges in the transportation network, but we go beyond prior work to explore how these individual predictions affect their assembly into a complete route.

Finally, researchers have also studied recommending collections of items. Ziegler et al. showed that user satisfaction with a set of recommended items was enhanced when diversity of items within the set was considered, rather than simply minimizing the total prediction error [36]. Felfernig et al. explored recommending product configurations, where different components required or conflicted with other components [10]. Our work builds upon these ideas by addressing recommendation of large collection of items (the sequence of edges which forms a route) and the new types of structure relevant to route finding applications.

**Route finding**

Modern route finding systems are supported by a large scholarly literature. For example, geographers have explored the effects of transportation on human beings: the meaning of mobility and distance, economic and political influences, and where people choose to live and travel within their communities [29]. Computer scientists have studied the technical aspects of route finding, exploring issues like algorithm performance and scalability [9], uncertain costs [16], and multimodal routing (e.g., trips by both car and bus) [6].

Researchers have also begun to explore personalized routing. Bederson et al. motivate personalized guidance by pointing out the need for “subjective human experience” in route finding, proposing a system for recording such experiences [4]. Personalized algorithms that accommodate these differences in routing preferences have been shown to outperform traditional routing algorithms. The OurWay system created by Holone et al. asked nine users in wheelchairs to rate route segments in order to receive personalized route recommendations, and these outperformed traditional algorithms [15]. McGinty and Smith used case-based reasoning to find a route by drawing on data from other users with similar route preferences [21].

Our work improves upon these personalized routing ideas in two ways: we draw upon a much larger dataset from a mature production route finding system, and we apply established techniques from the machine learning and recommender systems communities.

**Route finding for cyclists**

There are numerous websites that address various aspects of bicycle route finding. Gmaps Pedometer[7] and others let users manually define and share routes. Wayfairing[8] enables collaborative editing of routes and places of interest. Open Cycle Map[16] is a cyclist-focused rendering of Open Street Map data. A few offer automatic route finding, such as YTV Journey Planner for Cycling[9] and Fietsrouteplanner[10] and others offer automatic route finding based on Open Street Map user-contributed data, such as the Cambridge Cycling Campaign’s “journey planner” for cyclists[11]. Biketastic[12] is a research system which uses a mobile phone application to share information about rides, collected using both built-in sensors (pavement roughness, noise level) and user contributions (photos, videos, and text descriptions) [26]. Finally, Google recently introduced bicycle route finding in Google Maps for many American cities [18]. This was a key advance for cyclists across the country, most of whom previously had no online bicycling map or automated route finding at all.

A variety of metrics for computing the bikeability of streets exist, but they are generally impractical because they require an unrealistically large number of attributes for each street; for example, Sorton’s bicycle stress level [33] requires 6 to 14, and an analysis at Macalester College [20] identified 16. Cyclopath currently uses a metric developed by the Chicago Bicycle Federation [3], which requires 4 attributes; of these, we have moderately complete data for only 3 (speed limit, daily traffic volume, and shoulder width) and we must estimate the last one (lane width).

Many of these systems let users express preferences each time a route search is initiated. However, none support rich user profiles that capture preferences about specific streets and trails. We take advantage of such preference data in Cyclopath to explore personalized route finding algorithms, developing a systematic framework for evaluating route finding algorithms and using that framework to draw empirical conclusions about specific algorithms.

**ROUTING AND PERSONALIZATION**

Route finding in Cyclopath, at a high level, works as follows[13]. The streets and trails traveled by cyclists form a graph, where street intersections are nodes and the city blocks between them are edges; we call this graph the transportation network. Figure 1 shows a small portion of this network as it is displayed in the web application, along with the underlying graph representation.

Cyclopath users can rate the subjective bikeability of the graph on an edge-by-edge basis, on a five-level scale from "impassable" through "excellent". We provide user interface support to make it easy to enter many ratings at once. For the purposes of analysis, we treat bikeability as a number ranging from 0 (impassable) to 4 (excellent).

When searching for a route, a user can also express preferences for that particular search, making both a tradeoff between higher bikeability and shorter distance as well as specifying bikeability penalties and bonuses for tags that edges might have (e.g., bumpy or caution with merging).

These notions are brought together as follows. Cyclopath uses A* search [14] to compute the minimum-cost route through the transportation network. In addition to small costs for traversing notes, the weight of an edge is a function of that edge's bikeability score and the route search preferences. The challenge is thus to accurately estimate bikeability for each edge that A* might evaluate during its search (as all but the most prolific raters have actually rated only a tiny fraction of the edges in the graph).

Evidence for personalization
Several informal analyses of the Cyclopath ratings database suggest that personalized route finding would be useful. As of April 2011, Cyclopath had 68,274 ratings by 481 users on 35,608 edges, with a mean rating of 2.78 and standard deviation of 1.13; in MovieLens, a movie recommendation site operated by our research group, these statistics are 3.51 and 1.06, respectively (as of April 2010). Also, of the 110,671 instances when two users rated the same edge, they gave the same rating 53% of the time, disagreed by one star 34% of the time, and disagreed by two or more stars 13% of the time. In other words, nearly half the time, users disagree on the appropriate rating for an edge, and about one eighth of the time, this disagreement is at least two stars (the difference between "fair" and "excellent" or "poor" and "good").

Another way to quantify disagreement is: to what degree would different users’ ratings actually lead to different decisions by the graph search algorithm? We explore this by examining the preference order of edges rather than actual rating values; the intuition is that even if two users give different ratings, but graph search would make the same choices regardless, the two users’ ratings are effectively the same.

This is relevant because graph search algorithms such as A* wander through a graph, choosing at each node the best edge to wander next. For example, if a graph search algorithm arrived at this node via Edge C, it would next choose Edge A if using Alice’s bikeability ratings, but Edge B using Bob’s ratings (assuming that other considerations such as edge length are the same).

Results of this analysis over Cyclopath ratings[10] are as follows. Given adjacent edges A and B and users U and W who have each rated both edges, in 87.3% of the 81,903 observations, U and W agree: either all four ratings were the same (84.7% of observations) or both users prefer A to B (2.6%). On the other hand, 12.7% of the time, they disagree: either U prefers A to B and W rates them equally (12.0%) or U prefers A to B but W prefers B to A (0.7%). At first glance, this result is cause for skepticism — users give a different preference order only one eighth of the time. However, the average computed route contains 76 edges, and the graph search to produce this average route evaluates thousands of edge pairs; together these results imply that each set of 23 edge pairs is 95% likely to contain a disagreement (0.873^23 = 0.044). Thus, even this fairly low level of disagreement will result in graph searches that encounter many points of disagreement where the computed paths could diverge.

These three informal analyses suggest that route personalization is valuable. The remainder of this paper is a systematic evaluation of this hypothesis.

Challenges for personalization
As noted earlier, there are three core challenges in applying personalization techniques to route finding systems. First, the structure of the user/item rating matrix is less favorable. As noted in Table 1 when considering all edges (not just those that are rated), as is needed to address the first challenge, the Cyclopath dataset is 10-42 times more lopsided than active MovieLens or the Netflix Prize dataset [13], and in the opposite direction; for example, MovieLens has 7.6 users per...
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Stage 2: even if different algorithms produce different low-level graph search decisions, if the resulting paths are the same or essentially the same, the algorithms are effectively equivalent. However, it differs from Stage 2 in two important ways. First, it requires a corpus of route searches to recompute. Second, only algorithms with 100% coverage can be tested, because now rating predictor and graph search algorithms are combined. As our results below show, often an ensemble predictor is needed, because there is a tradeoff between accuracy and coverage.

We next turn to our application of this framework, using data from Cyclopath to test several bikeability prediction algorithms and explore the value of personalized route finding.

**ALGORITHMS TESTED**

We tried 10 families of algorithms, which we divide into four classes: objective algorithms which do not consider user ratings, algorithms which average user ratings in simple ways, collaborative filtering algorithms, and machine learning algorithms.

“Objective” algorithms

These two algorithms, which make use of only edge attributes rather than ratings (i.e., objective rather than subjective data), represent the general approach of current state-of-the-art route finding.

We first consider **Objective-CBF**, a bikeability metric developed by the Chicagoland Bicycle Federation which takes into account speed limit, daily traffic volume, lane width, and shoulder width [3]. While simpler than other metrics created by the bicycling community, it is the only one we could find whose input attributes had sufficient coverage in Cyclopath, which is based on the best available data (and data availability for our area is typical for American cities). Our implementation has minor modifications to make it usable in Cyclopath, motivated by data availability, the first author’s expertise as a bicyclist, and feedback from Cyclopath users (again, the technical details are available by consulting the Cyclopath source code).

We created **Objective-Simple** to achieve 100% coverage. This ad-hoc metric predicts a base rating depending solely on the edges’ type (e.g., major road, local road, bike path) and then applies a few of the same adjustments as in **Objective-CBF**.

Simple averaging algorithms

We next turn to algorithms that average ratings in a simple way. First, we tested two very simple baseline methods. **Global-Mean** predicts the mean of all ratings in the system, while **User-Mean** predicts the mean rating by the user for whom the prediction is being made.

Second, we tried a family of algorithms which predict the mean of other users’ ratings on a particular edge: for example, if an edge is rated 2 stars by User A and 3 by User B, the prediction for other users would be 2.5 stars. We varied the threshold of ratings required for prediction, only considering a prediction valid if there are more than \( n \) ratings on an edge. We tried \( n = 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 \), and we refer to these algorithms as **Edge-Global-Mean**. \( n \).

Finally, we tried algorithms which group edges into clusters and then predict using average edge ratings within each cluster. We took advantage of existing structure in the data, creating clusters based on the 9 edge types as well as the presence or absence of a bike lane. For example, major roads with a bike lane were one cluster, major roads without a bike lane were another, bike paths were a third (as bike lanes on bike paths do not make sense), and so on.

This yielded two algorithms. **Type-Global-Mean** predicts the mean of all users’ ratings on edges of the same type, while **Type-User-Mean** predicts the mean of the searching user’s ratings on edges of the same type.

Collaborative filtering

Collaborative filtering (CF) is one of the most powerful recommendation techniques in other contexts [5]. We expected CF to give accurate ratings but have problems with coverage, given our extremely sparse dataset. We implemented collaborative filtering according to [31] and [32], with several variations: user-based vs. item-based, different distance metrics (Pearson correlation, Euclidean distance, cosine similarity), and adjusting or not adjusting ratings by the user average. We used a similarity threshold of just one co-rating in an effort for more coverage (except for the Pearson distance metric, which is not defined for one co-rating).

Machine-learning algorithms

Finally, we tried machine learning techniques similar to linear regression. The regressions take as input a training set of \( \langle r(u, e), f_1(u, e), f_2(u, e), \ldots \rangle \) examples, where \( r(u, e) \) is a rating by user \( u \) for edge \( e \), and each \( f_i(u, e) \) is a numeric or categorical feature giving information about the user or edge associated with a rating (e.g., speed limit). They then analyze the relationships between features and ratings and generate predictions for unknown ratings based on these relationships. Machine learning regression algorithms are well-suited to our task because they are fast and regularized to avoid over-fitting. We used the Vowpal Wabbit conjugate gradient descent software [17] because it efficiently handles large datasets with many features.

We tried two algorithms based on these ideas. First, **ML-User** creates a separate regression model for each user. We included seven features in total: mean rating by all users on that edge, mean rating by the user in question on all edges, and 5 edge attributes (speed limit, lane width, log-transformed average daily traffic, tags, and lane count).

Because this algorithm builds an independent model for each user, it cannot analyze rating patterns across different users. We addressed this with **ML-Global**, which builds one shared regression model for all users, with 6 additional features (for 13 total) to support personalization in the shared model. First, we added user ID as an indicator variable. Second, we added a user profile vector that captured how users felt about the five edge attributes; a value in the profile was either the Pearson correlation between the attribute and the user’s ratings (for numeric attributes) or the fraction of of the user’s rated blocks with that feature (for categorical features). Finally, as personalized algorithms must capture how a specific user (or type of user) feels about a specific edge, we added in-
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first and last ratings in the sequence – yielding closer to 20 inferred ratings than 400. Unsurprisingly in light of this, the technique turned out to be not very helpful: coverage was improved only modestly, and accuracy was damaged (perhaps due to the obvious risk that inferred ratings are necessarily guesses), for all algorithms except the ML-pair. Details are given below as algorithm results are summarized.

Results
Table 2 lists our full results, divided into sections according to algorithm class. Below, we discuss key results and interpretations for each algorithm.

Objective algorithms. Objective-CBF has coverage of 88% and MAE of 0.709, while Objective-Simple has universal coverage (its motivation) and MAE 0.770. While both of these algorithms have excellent coverage, their accuracy is uncompetitive compared with other algorithms.

Simple averaging algorithms. Global-Mean has universal coverage and MAE of 0.882, while User-Mean has 99.8% coverage (the gap from universal arising from a few users having rated only edges which were later deleted from the system) and MAE of 0.802.

Accuracy of Edge-Global-Mean.1 is surprisingly good; even copying a single other user’s rating (Edge-Global-Mean.1) is slightly more accurate (MAE of 0.684) than a moderately sophisticated objective algorithm (Objective-CBF with MAE 0.709). Edge-Global-Mean.2 and higher are competitive with the more complex algorithms below, with MAE from 0.633 to 0.440. However, coverage is poor. Edge-Global-Mean.1 can be stretched to 31% using ratings propagation with essentially no penalty in accuracy (MAE declines by 0.004), but other algorithms are superior in both coverage and accuracy, and a higher threshold quickly leads to very

Figure 3. Ratings propagation. This illustration shows our (largely failed) technique to address the sparsity of ratings.

We were concerned about the sparsity of our dataset (recall that only 0.092% of user,edge pairs actually had a rating, 13 times sparser than MovieLens or Netflix), and we tried to address this by inferring some ratings. Our approach is similar to Good et al., who inferred rating profiles based on movie attributes such as genre and keywords [12]. The intuition is that unrated edges “near” rated edges are likely to have similar ratings (i.e., edges show spatial autocorrelation). Figure 3 gives an example; two ratings are shown, one on Scholars Walk and one on Church St. We can reasonably infer that topologically adjacent edges of the same street have the same rating, as do edges adjacent to those, and so on. The example shows two iterations of this propagation – we have inferred 7 ratings, increasing the number of rated edges from 2 to 9.

We did this for 8 iterations, creating 58,066 inferred ratings for a total of 126,340; 49,277 edges then had at least one rating, up from 35,608. This reduced sparsity from 0.00092 to 0.0017, still 7 times more sparse than MovieLens or Netflix and much less improvement than we expected. We speculate that this is for two reasons. First, some ratings were near the “end” of a street, so it was not possible to propagate for the full 8 iterations. Second, rated edges are not uniformly distributed. For example, if a user has rated 20 edges, they are frequently in an adjacent sequence already (e.g., Hennepin Ave. between 20th and 40th St.), so propagation only expands the first and last ratings in the sequence – yielding closer to 20 inferred ratings than 400. Unsurprisingly in light of this, the technique turned out to be not very helpful: coverage was improved only modestly, and accuracy was damaged (perhaps due to the obvious risk that inferred ratings are necessarily guesses), for all algorithms except the ML-pair. Details are given below as algorithm results are summarized.

Results
Table 2 lists our full results, divided into sections according to algorithm class. Below, we discuss key results and interpretations for each algorithm.

Objective algorithms. Objective-CBF has coverage of 88% and MAE of 0.709, while Objective-Simple has universal coverage (its motivation) and MAE 0.770. While both of these algorithms have excellent coverage, their accuracy is uncompetitive compared with other algorithms.

Simple averaging algorithms. Global-Mean has universal coverage and MAE of 0.882, while User-Mean has 99.8% coverage (the gap from universal arising from a few users having rated only edges which were later deleted from the system) and MAE of 0.802.

The table below shows the mean and standard deviation of the mean absolute error (MAE) for each algorithm, averaged over all test sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objective-CBF</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>0.709</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective-Simple</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.770</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global-Mean</td>
<td>99.8%</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-Mean</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge-Global-Mean.1</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>0.684</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge-Global-Mean.2</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge-Global-Mean.3</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>0.594</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge-Global-Mean.4</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For both of these algorithms, we normalized all feature and rating values to the interval [0,1], as recommended by the Vowpal Wabbit documentation.

STAGE 1: PREDICTING RATINGS
We begin by analyzing the coverage and accuracy of these rating prediction algorithms, to find which are promising in the context of route finding.

Method
We implemented the algorithms in Python and evaluated their accuracy with 10-fold cross-validation, using Cyclopath ratings as of April 2011. This dataset contains 68,274 ratings by 481 users on 35,608 of 154,242 edges.

We report accuracy using MAE and RMSE. Coverage is computed statistically: we took a random sample of 5,000 user,edge pairs and tried to predict each, counting how many times we succeeded. We use the full dataset for this estimate, i.e., without cross-validation, which is not needed because we are not using prediction values.

We report coverage for users who have made at least one rating. Cyclopath also computes routes for users who have made no ratings, but we report as we do for two reasons. First, it allows for comparison with other recommender systems. Second, it is impossible to compute coverage including users who have rated no edges, because this set contains an unknown and unbounded number of anonymous users. However, some algorithms can make predictions for a user without any ratings from that user: in these cases, coverage for both classes of users is equal. We point out such algorithms in our discussion below. In particular, when we claim an algorithm has universal coverage, that means it can predict a rating for any user,edge pair even if that user made no ratings.

We removed 1,400 ratings on expressways made before the system was complete, when rating was the only way to prevent certain expressways from being offered in routes, as working around this missing feature was unrepresentative of typical rating behavior.

We removed 1,400 ratings on expressways made before the system was complete, when rating was the only way to prevent certain expressways from being offered in routes, as working around this missing feature was unrepresentative of typical rating behavior.
Table 2. Results of predicting edge ratings. Coverage includes only users who have made at least one rating. Algorithms which can make predictions for a user without any ratings from that user are marked with ⋆. For these algorithms, coverage for the (unbounded) set of no-rating users is equal to what is listed; for the others, coverage is undefined for no-rating users.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm (Type)</th>
<th>Without propagation</th>
<th>With propagation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objective algorithms</strong></td>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>RMSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective-Simple</td>
<td>0.770</td>
<td>1.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective-CBF</td>
<td>0.709</td>
<td>1.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Simple averaging algorithms</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global-Mean</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>1.122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-Mean</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>1.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge-Global-Mean.1</td>
<td>0.684</td>
<td>0.975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge-Global-Mean.2</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge-Global-Mean.3</td>
<td>0.601</td>
<td>0.830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge-Global-Mean.5</td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>0.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge-Global-Mean.10</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>0.653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type-Global-Mean</td>
<td>0.674</td>
<td>0.887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type-User-Mean</td>
<td>0.482</td>
<td>0.698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collaborative filtering</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF-User.pearson</td>
<td>0.614</td>
<td>0.895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF-User.euclid,unadj</td>
<td>0.553</td>
<td>0.845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF-User.euclid,adj</td>
<td>0.621</td>
<td>0.911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF-User.cosine,unadj</td>
<td>0.675</td>
<td>0.961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF-User.cosine,adj</td>
<td>0.610</td>
<td>0.885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF-Item.pearson</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>0.637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF-Item.euclid,unadj</td>
<td>0.582</td>
<td>0.797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF-Item.euclid,adj</td>
<td>0.582</td>
<td>0.797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF-Item.cosine,unadj</td>
<td>0.638</td>
<td>0.862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF-Item.cosine,adj</td>
<td>0.566</td>
<td>0.785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Machine learning algorithms</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML-User</td>
<td>0.558</td>
<td>0.799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML-Global</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.719</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

poor coverage (Edge-Global-Mean.2 has just 15% coverage even with ratings propagation). Furthermore, Edge-Global-Mean.1 is vulnerable to trivial attacks – for most of the edges in the system, one user can destroy the ability of the system to predict ratings for that edge by entering a bogus rating (which then becomes the predicted rating for everyone).

Finally, both Type- algorithms performed very well. Type-User-Mean has excellent accuracy (MAE 0.482) and reasonable coverage (61%), while Type-Global-Mean achieves universal coverage and has reasonable accuracy (MAE 0.674). Additionally, they have several further advantages. They are amenable to an easy cold start process – simply rate one edge in each cluster – and users might not even need to rate any actual items at all (e.g., “what rating do you typically give to bike paths?”). They are difficult to attack because users’ ratings do not influence other users in Type-User-Mean and have weak influence in Type-Global-Mean. Finally, the models built by these algorithms are very simple and can be easily communicated to lightweight client software like web applications; in Cyclopath, this would be useful as ratings could be predicted even for newly created edges that have not yet been saved, without a round-trip to the server.

Collaborative filtering. Our hypotheses for CF algorithms we tried were confirmed, more dramatically than we expected – these algorithms are not useful in this context. One variant (CF-Item.pearson without ratings propagation) is the most accurate of anything we tried (MAE of 0.410), but coverage is extremely poor, just 0.7%. Other CF variants have better, though still poor, coverage (at most 15%), but other algorithms have much better coverage and better accuracy.

Machine Learning algorithms. These algorithms also both performed very well. ML-User had coverage of 65% and MAE 0.558, improving to 66% and 0.514 under ratings propagation. However, ML-Global was superior on both dimensions, with universal coverage and MAE of 0.495; this algorithm too improved under ratings propagation, though modestly, decreasing MAE by 0.02. (Because this improvement was small, we further analyses consider the non-propagated variant for simplicity.)

Summary. Figure summarizes the performance of the algorithms we tried. Three of the four groups (objective, simple averaging, and machine learning) produced algorithms with sufficient coverage and accuracy to be of plausible use. For further evaluation, we analyze the best algorithm from each:
We speculate that this is due to the granularity of the predictions made by the different algorithms. For example, Type-User-Mean can make only 16 distinct predictions for any given user, because it returns the mean rating of one of 16 clusters; on the other hand, ML-Global yields continuously varying predictions in the appropriate range. The result is that Type-User-Mean frequently makes exactly the same prediction for a given pair of edges, while ML-Global rarely does, lowering the likelihood that the two algorithms will agree. In other words, the differences evident in Stage 1 do not collapse, and in fact other factors may dominate the agreement level.

This relatively low agreement between the algorithms at the node level suggests that optimal routes from different algorithms may diverge at many nodes. We next explore the degree to which this is true.

### STAGE 3: COMPARING PATHS

In this stage, we examine whether differences in the desirability of edges when examining nodes in isolation translate into meaningful differences between entire routes.

Our methodology allows us to report differences between predictors in this stage, but not their quality directly, for two reasons. First, our ratings data is extremely sparse – the tiny number of edge ratings a user is likely to have made on a given route may not reflect that route’s overall quality. Second, based on our experience working with cyclists, we believe that users evaluate routes holistically rather than as a collection of edges.

However, we believe that our findings in this stage do allow us to form plausible hypotheses about quality. Stage 1 let us establish low-level quality differences: for any given edge, certain predictors yield better predictions than others. Stage 3 (via Stage 2) then lets us test whether a better predictor yields different routes. Thus, it seems plausible that if a predictor is better at Stage 1 and different at all stages, it is better overall.

In this stage, we continue discussion of the three “plausible” prediction algorithms: Objective-CBF, Type-User-Mean, and ML-Global. However, recall that in order to be used in graph search, an algorithm must have 100% coverage. Objective-CBF and Type-User-Mean do not have this property and thus must be augmented. Accordingly, we tested the following three prediction algorithms:

- **Type-Ensemble**, an ensemble predictor [5] which first attempts Type-User-Mean, and if that does not yield a prediction, Type-Global-Mean. Recall that Type-User-Mean has 61% coverage; i.e., on average, 61% of prediction attempts will use Type-User-Mean and the remainder Type-Global-Mean.
- **Objective-Ensemble** is similarly a full-through ensemble predictor which attempts Objective-CBF (88% coverage) and then Objective-Simple.
- **ML-Global** in isolation.

We randomly selected 5,000 of the 57,116 route searches made by Cyclopath users since the site went live in May 2008. For each of these, we recomputed the search (i.e., we reissued the same source, destination, and route preferences as the user who originally issued the search) using ratings
Table 4. Mean fraction of edges shared between route searches using each pair of ensemble prediction algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Objective-Ensemble</th>
<th>Type-Ensemble</th>
<th>ML-Global</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objective-Ensemble</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type-Ensemble</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML-Global</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

predicted by each of the three algorithms. We then compared the routes produced by each pair of predictors on each route. For example, Figure 5 shows an example route search which yielded two very different routes using different predictors.

Our results are summarized in Table 4. For each pair, we report the mean fraction of edges shared by the two predictors over the set of routes; for example, if predictor A produces a route of 12 edges and predictor B a route of 10 edges, and 5 edges are found in both routes, then the fraction of edges shared is \( \frac{5 \times 2}{10 + 12} \approx 0.45 \). (We also computed the mean fraction of distance shared, but it differed by no more than 2% from the mean fraction of edges shared, so we omit it for brevity.)

Different prediction algorithms do indeed produce different routes. While Objective-Ensemble and Type-Ensemble agree most often, they only share 62% of edges. This agreement indicates that attribute-based methods, such as Objective-CBF, do capture typical user preferences to some degree. Overlap between ML-Global and the other algorithms are quite low (38-44%). The low agreement with Type-Ensemble (44%) is particularly surprising, as both algorithms are personalized and draw upon edge ratings. This divergence suggests that the two algorithms achieve their Stage 1 accuracy through independent signals of user preference.

CONCLUSIONS

These results represent a step forward in two distinct ways. First, we have shown that personalized route finding algorithms that use edge ratings can be valuable in a production system. This is of additional interest because in many contexts, particularly open-content ones, qualitative data such as subjective ratings are easier to obtain than the quantitative data needed for objective rating predictors.

Second, our new framework and our algorithm evaluations are an advance for personalization research. Specifically, we identified two edge rating prediction algorithms that work excellently, one of which (Type-Ensemble) leverages a tiny model and whose algorithm to make predictions given the model is trivially simple. This makes it easy to pass the model to a thin client such as a browser and make predictions for edges of which the server has no knowledge.

There is much future work. First, the meaning for users of the differences identified in Stage 3 should be explored with a user study. Second, a deeper understanding of the relationship between Stages 2 and 3 would be useful; such an understanding may make it possible to eliminate Stage 3 and its more complex prerequisites. Third, other algorithms to predict edge ratings should be tested using our analysis framework. Fourth, rating predictions based on sensing could be fruitful: for example, cyclists could carry accelerometers to measure bumpiness, power sensors to measure effort, and/or physiological sensors to measure emotional stress.

Furthermore, route finding presents a number of additional complications. For example, we suspect that the subjective cost of a path is a nonlinear function of the (also subjective) weights of its edges. We already exclude some routes if one or more edge ratings fail to meet a minimum threshold. Another possibility is that each additional unit of poorly-rated edge distance has exponential additional cost; this notion is similar to the finding of Ziegler et al. that the desirability of a set of books differed from the average desirability of the individual books in the set [36]. Alternately, we might want to compute the path with with the smallest distance on poorly-rated edges or the highest worst rating (“least misery” [22]).

Finally, users have asked us numerous times for loop routes; e.g., “I am at Point A and I want a one-hour loop that I would enjoy”. In general, we believe that there is much richness in route finding, particularly bicycle and other human-powered route finding, which we have not yet explored. Future research should do so, and new graph search algorithms may be required.
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